
The purpose of this study is to evaluate prospectively the value of radionuclide bone scans at the preoperative assessment of carcinomas of the breast and prostate carcinomas. For each patient under study, three kinds of sheet are filled by doctors. Number of data that three kinds of sheet were filled and have been stored in a computer are about three hundred for carcinomas of the breast and fifty for prostate carcinomas. These data are analyzed by using ROC method. Radionuclide bone scan is useful clearly for prostate carcinoma. But we can not decide whether it is very ususal or not very for carcinomas of the breast in present data. In the near future, we can reach a conclusion to this question as the data increases.
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We reported in the 22nd Annual Meeting of this society. At last time we developed an automatic data acquisition and reporting system with voice entry.

This system consists of micro computer PC-8800(NEC) and speech recognizer DP-200 (NFC). Our first application of this system is for liver scintigraphy. The report of the liver scintigraphy were entered from speech recognizer about following items in Japanese.

Now this time we applied this system for bone scintigraphy based on last liver scintigraphy's system. There are two main purpose in this study one is the save effort to input the data in computer and the another is the study of ability for the analysis of the imputed data.

This system is used the word input and Aolking system with computer; so the about 360 words are registered in memory.

And after the entering data, the scintigraphic report are printed in Japanese and chinese characters with printer.


In the studies of bone, we made an attempt to display the images obtained by X-ray CT, ECT and scintigram on the same image plane of the CRT and other image displaying devices. We also made an attempt to compose these images.

The main apparatus we used is TVIP-2100 image processor and its peripherals. The image data were put into the system as video signal, using TV camera, and stored on the floppy diskettes and MT. Various image data of the same patient were stored collectively thus providing the reduction of keeping spaces, and preventing loss and changes.

The recalling of the data and observation were capable whenever necessary. At the same time, the data processing between the various images or processing separately produced increase of information compared to individual examination, thus thought to be usefull in obtaining definite diagnosis. At present moment, the image composition still owe much of its process to manual burdens, intricate and lacking in reproducibility. Therefore automatic procedure by computer is expected in near future.